
 

To Waldemar Januszczak 

 

I will try to put the table before showing you the 1546 painting 

 

 

Mentioning sculptures, Francis asked for some pieces done by Michelangelo in 1546. He accepted the request and 

added an unusual item: something incredibly rare for Michelangelo…. a painting from the artist’s own initiative. 

Why?... because 1546 painting project is something truly twisted for that time… and France was a kind of safe-haven 

for that twisted project.  

The project in question… making a primitive surrealist painting by borrowing a Giorgione’s landscape composition 

(the adoration of shepherds). The painting will be based on experience acquire in the Sistine chapel (hidden 

anatomical lesson + giant profile of the Last Judgement).  

Honestly, I will be surprise if you buy my story (or anyone else), but I stand 100% behind this story, based on 17 years 

of observation, my experience as an painter (amateur) and solid intelligence… both artistic and cartesian.  

 

So make fun of me and this document if you want, I have no visceral problem with that. You can laugh at the giant 

profile that I have shown you… no problem…  

But you might have one chance in a trillion that kaos will create such image with:  

1-perfect horizontal and vertical alignment  

2-perfect angulation,  

3-perfect proportions of the human head 

4-perfect shape of the head,  

5-perfect shape of the the neck,  

6-perfect shape of the lips,  

7-the nose (… the nose see rounded base of the nose with a cloud)  

8-perfect shape of the tongue, perfectly positioned…  

9-Tongue: the angel represent the sound of the voice with trumpets and horn 

10-Michelangelo having huge dissection experience (aged 17-18)  

11-same kind of hidden anatomy in the ceiling 

 

… all that coincidences… no way.. ☺  

 



Understanding well laws of probabilities is not given to everyone… most very intelligent people understand 

probabilities…. It give them a very useful tool to judge events and else… like seeing or not a double image…or a 

coincidence. 

 

Understanding Michelangelo is to know that simple Renaissance logic don’t apply to him, his behavior is quite 

extreme with no real regards for what people might able to take: (open nudity in a public space, near bestiality in a 

painting – 1532 Leda) and hidden double images…   

 

Michelangelo is a kind of not compulsive gambler… but a compulsive creator, he want to push art forward whatever 

the means, risks or price to pay   

 

Why doing double images… because it’s a great challenge of designing skills, something special that will push any 

talent (Dali, Michelangelo, Arcimboldo) to their limits. Ask you self this question…. The frescoes are they more 

interesting with or without double images?  Of course they are much more interesting with them. Hiding an 

anatomical lesson is fantastic idea from someone who had a special knowledge of that and you give yourself open 

creative doors, new ground to play.  

 

So after the Last judgement where he could develop an even more complex set of double images…?  In a large rocky 

landscape borrowed from someone else.  

Do you know the concept of pyramid of efforts? The Everest was won with this concept. You just don’t take 2 guys 

and tell them to climb together all the way up… You bring an army of Sherpa that can do 75% of the job for you and 

then the 2 guys give 100% of themselves to climb the 25% left to do… This counter-intuive stuff but Michelangelo will 

do the same by Borrowing Giorgione. 



Michelangelo understood that copying the Giorgione was a perfect set-up to do a unique and modern work in 1546. 

The painting in question had sensational characteristics for this task, a devotional piece for Francis 1st that you send 

far away from Italy, a large platform or rocks that he can modify in double images (rocks are perfectly random, more 

than clouds or anything else in nature). Even Dali did: Le grand masturbateur from a rock in Port Lligat.  

 

 



 

 

100% of Michelangelo’s talent will be used to build doubles images not to create a brand new composition. The most 

important double image of the painting is a complete anatomical drawing of the human head. 

 

This double image is of the same nature as the hidden profile of the Last Judgement but with much more anatomical 

details, made of rocks and not made of figures. 

  



 

Recycling existing renaissance works in new art, Michelangelo did that a lot in painting. When he was force to do the 

Ceiling decoration, he knew he could relied on what he knew of Ghiberti, Masaccio and della Quercia. See here best 

exemple. 

 

 



 

 

So Michelangelo did double images and borrowed composition from other to do new art, the 1546 is exactly that in a 

radical way. 

I will send you soon a document with pictures of the 1546 painting with all the double images underlined 

 

Best regards,  

Jean-Francois David 

Quebec City, Canada 

1 (418) 523-2348 

 

Last thing… see here a surrealist copy of the Mona Lisa by Octavio Ocampo expect to see the same concept done with 

a Giorgione painting. See here: Octavio Ocampo 

 



Giorgione Adoration of shepherds 1504-1510 

 

 

 

See large rock formations, perfect to put double images into it. Remenber also, Sebastiano Del Piombo worked both 

with Giorgione and Michelangelo… He may even had finish this painting after Giorgione’s death. 

 

 

  



 

Michelangelo’s doubles images and hybrid images 

 

 

 

1501 drawing here: 

 

 

 

 

 



1520 drawing: 

 

 

 



 

 

Hidden anatomical lesson 
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